Broadstreet Hollow Management Unit 5
General Description:
Management Unit 5 (MU5) is 670 feet
long, located in Greene County, NY1&2.
The top of MU5 is approximately 300
feet downstream from County Bridge
3201220, where the stream moves
farther away from the road into the
valley wall hillslope on the left bank
(Photo 1). MU5 extends downstream to
the approximate Greene/Ulster County
line. The closeness of the valley wall to
the left of the stream characterizes MU5.
The stream is in fairly good condition
or stable,
with
no
streamside
development on either bank (Photo 2).

Photo 1. Looking upstream near the top of MU5, Broadstreet Hollow Road
at the left, valley wall hillslope at the right.

The structural shape, or morphology, of the
stream (i.e., slope, width and depth) is fairly
uniform in this unit, with few individual
reaches
having
distinct
morphologic
5
character, or stream type . Though the valley
in MU5 isn’t particularly narrow compared
with other units, the stream runs directly along
the valley wall on the left (looking
downstream), cutting down through an
extensive exposure of glacial lake clay along
this hillslope, and producing a predominantly
entrenched stream shape (Photo 3). Typically
stable stream types associated with this type of

Photo 2. Looking upstream at the bottom of MU5, cobble berm at
the left, valley widens on the right at the bottom of the unit.

valley are relatively narrow and fairly steep,
primarily with riffles and pools interspersed
with some small waterfalls (“steps”), and
stream banks formed into low benches, or
discontinuous floodplains, that function as
small overflow areas during floods. MU5
lacks
these
discontinuous
floodplains
completely on the valley wall hillslope, and
appears to have cut into its bed too far to build
many of these features on the right bank.

Photo 3. Looking upstream at eroding bank at monitoring crosssection 18, slumping clay bank at right, undercut trees at left.
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I.

Flooding and Erosion Threats
A.
Infrastructure and Private Property
There are three known property owners for four parcels in MU5, which contain or are
bounded by the stream2.
Broadstreet Hollow Road is
composed of oiled crushed stone in
this unit. The centerline distance
from the deepest part of the stream
channel, or thalweg, ranges from 50
feet in the upper portion of the Unit
to 260 feet in the lower part of the
Unit. There is one culvert near the
top of MU5 on the right bank (Photo
4). Flow conditions under high or
low flow are unknown, though the
culvert is more than half filled with
4. Corrugated metal culvert, right bank, stream out of the frame
sediment and debris at the outlet and Photo
to the right.
should be replaced and upgraded in
size. However, the outlet did not appear unstable at the time of the survey in 2001. Inlet
conditions were not documented as part of the survey in 2001.
B.
History of Stream Work
Although there are generally no hardened or stabilized banks within MU5, a pushed up
mound of earth and rock, or berm, along the road extends approximately 65 feet (5% of
the stream bank length) into the top of MU5 from MU4, as the stream curves away from
the road into the valley wall on the opposite side (Photo 5)3. This berm appears to have
been constructed along the roadway to protect the road either from flood inundation or
washout.
Unfortunately, berms such as
these generally do not offer much
protection from flooding, and can
cause stream entrenchment and
higher local flood stage (height
of water surface) by preventing
floodwaters from flowing over
the floodplain, cutting off an
important function of these flat
areas.
Floodplains function to reduce
flood
velocity,
increase
absorption
of
floodwaters, Photo 5. Looking upstream at right bank cobble berm at the top of MU5, stream to the right,
encourage deposition of silt and flow from left to right, Broadstreet Hollow Road at left out of the frame.
fine sediments (keeping them from being washed further downstream) and decrease flood
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B.
Landfills/Dumping Sites
Approximately 50 feet (4%) of
dumped materials, primarily large
metal objects, was mapped along the
right bank in MU5 in 2001 (Photo 9).
This comprises approximately 4% of
the bank length in this Unit. Planning
efforts to organize cleanup of sites like
this were initiated in 2002, and should
continue, as labor and funding are
available.
Photo 9. Landfill/dumping site, right bank near the bottom of MU5,
composed mostly of large, old metal products.

C.
Other Water Quality Issues
Investigation of other possible sources of contamination was not part of the stream
assessment conducted in 2001. However, no evidence was found for nutrient or
pathogen contamination in the stream (i.e., odors or discolored water). Any runoff of
water from the road and/or culverts that may contain salts or other pollutants was not
specifically investigated, but this is likely only influential near the top of MU5 where the
road is in close proximity to the stream and the riparian area is narrow. Lack of wellvegetated riparian buffer areas could reduce the capacity of stream banks to assimilate, or
slow the input of, contaminants to the stream from runoff7.
III.

Stream Ecology
A.
Aquatic Habitat and Populations
No specific aquatic habitat or population monitoring was conducted in MU5 as part of the
stream assessment survey in 2001. However, as part of the stream restoration
demonstration project completed in MU3 in 2000, fish and aquatic insect population data
have been gathered yearly since 1998 within the stable reference reach (MU1), the
project site (MU3) and the control reach (MU17). These data show the Broadstreet
Hollow self-supports, without stocking, populations of all three common trout species
(rainbow, brook and brown) as well as a healthy and diverse community of aquatic
insects9. The impact that stream bed and bank instability within MU5 has on these
aquatic organisms or their communities is unknown.

B.
Riparian Vegetation
Stream assessment conducted in 2001 did not investigate specific streamside (riparian)
plant species or density, other than to note areas of insufficient or stressed vegetation that
could affect stream stability, flooding or erosion threats, water quality or aquatic habitat
for trout species. Based on these general observations, riparian vegetation throughout
MU5 is in good condition along the right bank, but is insufficient to provide the full
benefits of a healthy riparian zone on the left bank along the failing valley wall hillslope.
In addition, existing riparian vegetation along the berm between the road and the stream
near the top of MU5 can be stressed by ongoing road runoff and plow side-cast.
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